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Theorem 5: EXTENSION(F8 ) and EXTENSION(F7 ) are
polynomial-time solvable.
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An Efficient Blocking–Matching Algorithm Based
on Fuzzy Reasoning
Pei-Yin Chen and Jer Min Jou

V. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the complexity of the consistency problem for
several important Post classes, which have shown to be relevant in the
study of reliability of control systems. Additionally, we discussed a
possible application of the considered classes to diagnosis of breast
cancer. The positive result obtained here is that if  is known a priori
and fixed, which would reflect the case in practice, the consistency
problem in classes F8 , F4 , F7 and F3 is solvable in polynomial time.
In the context of breast cancer diagnosis, the parameter  would reflect the user-settable degree of required reliability for the rules being
inferred. The higher the value of , the more strict this requirement becomes.
Additionally, the consistency problem for classes F8 , F4 , F7
and F3 is also polynomial time solvable. As part of future work, it
would be worthwhile to consider best-fit extensions in the above classes
of Boolean functions, especially for high values of , when a fewer
number of possible rules is expected.
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Abstract—Due to the temporal and spatial correlation of image
sequence, the motion vector of a reference block is highly related to the
motion vectors of its adjacent blocks in the same image frame. By using
that idea, we propose a novel efficient fuzzy search (EFS) algorithm for
block motion estimation. The experimental results show that the EFS
performs better than other fast search algorithms, such as TSS, CS,
NTSS, FSS, BBGDS, SES, and PSA in terms of picture quality, accuracy,
computational complexity, and coding efficiency.
Index Terms—Block motion estimation, fuzzy reasoning, motion vector.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging information technologies such as video conferencing and
high definition television (HDTV) require real time compression of
video signals, which require a huge amount of bandwidth compared
to audio or text information. The key to a successful video coding
scheme is to exploit the spatial and temporal redundancies existing
in video image sequences effectively. One common feature of most
coding schemes is that they use motion estimation to reduce the
temporal redundancy, and use block transform coding, such as the
DCT or wavelet transform, to reduce spatial redundancy. The most
popular technique for motion estimation is the block-matching
algorithm (BMA) [1]–[7]. BMA finds the best match for a block in
the current frame within a search area in the previous frame. Because
of its simplicity and robustness, BMA has recently been adopted by
various video coding standards, such as H263 for video conference
and Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) for video communication.
Besides, BMA is also used as a tool for computing the image flow [8],
[9].
In the block-matching schemes, the coding performance depends
heavily on accuracy, speed, and effectiveness of motion estimation.
However, the characteristics of various image sequences bear a lot
of uncertainty and are hard to extract. Therefore, it is not easy to
devise a good estimation method which always provides accurate
and fast motion estimation for different types of image sequences.
Consequently fuzzy reasoning is proposed to develop an efficient
algorithm for block motion estimation.
During the nearly thirty years since Zadeh first proposed the idea
[10], a variety of applications of fuzzy logic [11], [12] have been implemented in various fields. By using the linguistic rules that capture
the approximate and qualitative aspects of human knowledge, the fuzzy
logic controller can infer desired output actions properly. In this paper,
an efficient fuzzy search (EFS) algorithm for block motion estimation
is proposed. With the help of fuzzy reasoning, the motion vectors of
the adjacent blocks in the current frame are used to find the predicted
motion vector of the current block. Using the predicted vector, the EFS
can determine the initial center of the search area for the current block.
Then, the EFS searches the whole search area with a 3 2 3 movable
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search window until the local minimum point lies in the center of the
present search window, or the search iteration times reach a predefined limit. Experimental results show that EFS performs better than
other search algorithms, such as TSS [1], CS [2], NTSS [3], FSS [4],
BBGDS [5], SES [6], and PSA [7] in terms of picture quality, accuracy,
computational complexity, and coding efficiency.
II. BLOCK-MATCHING ALGORITHM
In typical BMA, an image frame is divided into nonoverlapped
square blocks of N 2 N pels. Then for a maximum motion displacement of w pels per frame, the block of pels in the current frame
(called a reference block Bref ) is compared with the corresponding
blocks (called the candidate blocks) within a search area of size
N
w
2 N w pels in the previous frame. When the
best-matched (or lowest-distortion) candidate block is found, the
motion vector, representing the coordinate difference between Bref
and the best-matched candidate block, is recorded. Consequently,
the motion vector and the prediction error between the Bref and the
best-matched candidate block can be coded and transmitted instead
of the Bref ; therefore, temporal redundancy is removed and data
compression is achieved.
There are two main factors which determine the performance of
BMA: the block distortion measure (BDM) and the search method.
Assume Bref m; n is a reference block whose upper most left pel
is at the location m; n , and Bc m u; n v is a candidate block
within the search area of the previous frame with u; v displacement
from the left top. Let w be the maximum motion displacement. The
two most popular block distortion measures can be briefly described
as follows.
1) Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) between the pixel values of
any two blocks:
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2) Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the pixel values of any two
blocks:
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The SAD/MSE is computed for each candidate block within the
search area. A block with the minimum SAD/MSE is considered the
best-matched block, and the value u; v for the best-matched block is
called motion vector. That is, motion vector MV is

( )

MV

= ( )j
u; v

min SAD(u;v )=MSE(u;v ):

In this paper, both SAD and MSE are used for testing the different
search algorithms.
A straightforward BMA is the full search (FS) algorithm, which
matches all the possible candidate blocks within the search area to find
the optimal MV. Since the number of search points (or the number
of block matches) needed to find the MV of each reference block is
2
( w
for FS, its speed is not appropriate to real-time applications.
Thus, many suboptimal but faster search algorithms [1]–[7] have been
developed to alleviate the heavy computations of FS.
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Position-relation of the reference block and its adjacent blocks.
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Fig. 1.

An image frame is processed from a top-left block to a bottom-right
block. For each block, two processes are used to obtain its motion
vector. They are finding the predicted MV and determining the final
MV. In the first process, the MV’s of the adjacent blocks of Bref are
used to determine the predicted MV of Bref by using fuzzy reasoning.
The fuzzy reasoning process, performed in the design, is based on the
concepts of fuzzy implication and the compositional rules of inference
for approximate reasoning [12]. In the second process, the EFS
algorithm determines the initial center of the search area by using the
predicted MV. Then, EFS searches the whole search area with a 3 2 3
movable search window and determines the final MV of Bref . The
detail of the EFS algorithm is described in the following subsections.
A. Finding the Predicted Motion Vector
The predicted MV’s for blocks in the top two rows and the left two
columns of a frame are all set to 0 in EFS. With the fuzzy reasoning
process, the predicted MV of each block of other rows and columns of
the frame is determined by using the MV’s of its adjacent blocks, which
are determined in the preceding search processes. Fig. 1 shows the position-relation of Bref and its adjacent blocks, in which each block is
of size 16 2 16. The upper most left pel of Bref is located at m; n
where m n is the column (row) number, and its four adjacent blocks,
, and m; n 0
,
at location m 0 ; n , m 0 ; n , m; n 0
are denoted as Bi for i 2 f ; ; ; g. Let MV of Bi be represented
by Vi
ui ; vi jmin SAD(u;v )=M SE (u;v )
mi ;
ni where
m
and n represent the displacement in horizontal and vertical directions
respectively, and Vref
mref ;
nref
mean the predicted MV
of Bref . First, we use the V1 and V2 as the inputs to infer the output
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy inference process when
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1m = 3 and 1m = 5.
For the second input Y , the following seven fuzzy sets are used:
N1

(01 06 05) 2 (06 03 01) 3 (02 01 0)
4 (01 0 1)
5 (0 1 2)
6 (1 3 6)
7 (5 6 +1)
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The output Z is characterized by the fuzzy sets as follows:
Fig. 4. Next search window when the minimum BDM point is located at the
middle of the boundary column (row) of the present search window.
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^ref H = (1 ^ ref H 1^ref H ), which represents the horizontally
predicted MV of ref . Similarly, the 3 and 4 are used as the inputs
to infer the output ^ref V = (1 ^ ref V 1^ ref V ), which represents
the vertically predicted MV of ref . Finally, ^ref is determined by
^ref = ( ^ref H + ^ref V 2).
The maximum displacement is set to 7, that is 07  1 1 
7. We also assume that a fuzzy set is represented by a triple (
)
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in which L; C , and R are the left boundary, the center value, and the
right boundary along the horizontal axis, respectively. Fig. 2 shows
the corresponding fuzzy sets used for the fuzzy inputs and output. The
fuzzy sets Mi used for the first input X are described as follows:
M1

(01 06 05) 2 (06 03 0)
4 (0 3 6)
5 (5 6 +1)
;
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Since B2 B4 is closer to Bref than B1 B3 is, V2 V4 would do
more help for the determination of the possible value of Vref than V1
V3 . Thus, the coarse fuzzy control rules are constructed. To determine
the final fuzzy rules, a backpropagation learning algorithm is adopted
[13]. Using the first image frame of each of the three sequences, Football, Tennis, and Mobile, as the training data, we can obtain the 35
tuned fuzzy rules. Some of those rules are shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding output values can be inferred for different input values by
using the fuzzy sets and the fuzzy rules.
The detail to determine Vref is described as follows.
Step 1) Use m1 and m2 as the fuzzy input X and input Y ,
respectively, and then fuzzy infer the output mref H by
using the 35 fuzzy control rules shown in Fig. 2.
Step 2) Use n1 and n2 as the inputs, and then infer the output
nref H with the 35 fuzzy rules.
Step 3) Use m3 and m4 as the inputs, and then infer the output
mref V with the 35 fuzzy rules.
Step 4) Use n3 and n4 as the inputs, and then infer the output
nref V with the 35 fuzzy rules.
Step 5) Determine Vref as follows:

( )

Fig. 5. Next search window when the minimum BDM point is located at the
corner of the present search window.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHMS (MSE)

1 = (3 01) 2 = (5 06) 3 = (2 03) and
= (4 02). At the first step, “3” and “5” are used as the inputs
to fuzzy infer the output value “6” (1 ^ ref H ) as shown in Fig. 3.
Then, “01” and “06” are used to infer output “06” (1^ ref H ) at
the second step. Similarly, “2” and “4” are used to infer “5,” and
“03” and “02” are used to obtain “02.” Finally, the ^ref is equal to
((6 + 5 2) (06 02 2)) = (5 04).

For example,
V4

V

;

;V

;

;V

;

;

m

n

V

=

;

=

;

B. Determining the Final Motion Vector
In this process, the EFS first determines the initial center of the
search area by using the Vref . Then, the EFS searches the whole search
area with a 3 2 3 movable search window until the local minimum
point lies in the center of the present search window, or until when the
search iteration times reach the given maximum of iteration times. Let
Count represent the maximum iteration times of the search loop set
by users and BDM mean the block distortion measure used for motion
estimation. Then, the final motion vector is calculated by the following
steps.

^

()

(a)

Step 1) Set the loop counter S to 1 and set the initial center of the
search area at the coordinate m
mref ; n
nref
.
Step 2) Find the minimum BDM point among the nine checking
points on a 3 2 3 movable search window.
Step 3) If S > Count or the minimum BDM point is located
at the center of the present search window, go to Step 4;
otherwise increase S by 1, perform the search process with
the following two search patterns, and then repeat this step.

(( +1^ ) ( +1^ ))

a) If the minimum BDM point is located at the middle
of the boundary column (row) of the present search
window, the center of the next search window is
shifted to the minimum BDM point, and three
additional checking points along the vertical (horizontal) direction as shown in Fig. 4 are used.
b) If the minimum BDM point is located at the corner
of the present search window, the center of the next
search window is shifted to the minimum BDM
point, and five sadditional checking points as shown
in Fig. 5 are used.
Step 4) Stop the search and calculate the final motion vector.

Even if we use a 3 2 3 movable search window, only part of
the window but not all the nine checking points is searched. Thus,
some unnecessary search points can be omitted. With the help of
the halfway-stop technique, the EFS algorithm can stop the search
process as soon as the minimum BDM point is found at the center of
the present search window. If we can make a better prediction, the

(b)
Fig. 6. Results of each frame of Windmill sequence for (a) MSE per pixel and
(b) search points per block.

minimum BDM point can be found at the center of the present search
window either after the first search iteration (nine search points) or the
second search iteration (12 or 14 search points).
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6)
7)
8)
9)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.
EFS.

Histograms of MV locations of Flower sequence for (a) FS and (b)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
To reduce the implementation complexity and to achieve highspeed fuzzy reasoning, we implement the whole fuzzy inference
process with a table-look-up manner. In the EFS, a two-input and
one-output fuzzy system is employed. Each input (or output) represents a vector displacement value between 07 and 7 (4 bits), so
a table with 2422 entries must be constructed. For each possible
input combination, we used the 35 fuzzy rules shown in Fig. 2 to
obtain its output z (4 bits) in advance, and then saved z in the
corresponding entry. With the table, which needs only 128 bytes
of memory, fuzzy reasoning can be implemented easily.
In our experiments, the block size is fixed at 16 2 16 for
MV estimation as specified by the MPEG. The first 90 frames
of the “Football,” “Tennis,” “Flower,” “Mobile,” “Windmill,”
“Miss America,” and “Salesman” sequences are used to test
various search algorithms. These sequences have been selected to
highlight different kind of motions, such as low-to-high amount of
movement, camera zooming and panning motion, etc. The size of
each individual frame is 352 2 240 pixels, quantized uniformly to
8 bits. Using MSE as the block distortion measure, we compare
the nine search algorithms:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

FS;
TSS [1];
CS [2];
NTSS [3];
FSS [4];

BBGDS [5];
SES [6];
PSA [7];
EFS in terms of picture quality, accuracy, computational complexity, and coding efficiency.
Table I shows the experimental results of nine search algorithms
for eight different measures. To evaluate the picture quality of various
algorithms,fourmeasuresareconsidered.Thefirstistheaverageabsolute
predictionerrorperpixelbetweentheoriginalframeandthemotion-compensated prediction frame. The second is the average mean square error
(MSE) per pixel between the original frame and the motion-compensated
prediction frame. The next is the average peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR),and the last one istheaveragepercentageofunpredictable pixels
per frame (pixels with absolute prediction errors larger than three, over
a range of 255, are classified as unpredictable pixels). The accuracy of
the algorithms is evaluated by using two measures. One is the average
Euclidean error distances between the estimated motion vectors and the
true motion vectors (motion vectors obtained by full search algorithm are
called the true motion vectors), and the other is the average probabilities
of finding the true motion vectors. In addition, the average number of
search points per block is used as the measure of computational complexity. According to Table I, the EFS performs better than other search
algorithms.
In MPEG, the MV differentials, obtained from spatially adjacent
blocks, are encoded and transmitted instead of the MVs. By spatial
ordering, we use the block at the top left corner as the reference block
and order the blocks from top left to top right, and then go to the next
row of blocks and so on. Thus, the bits per frame for encoding the MV
differentials, as the measure of coding efficiency, can be calculated and
are also shown in Table I. According to the result, we can see that EFS
needs fewer bits (only about 85% as compared with FS) than other
search algorithms. This implies that EFS generates a more spatially correlated MV sequence, and saves more bits than other algorithms. When
video coding is used, the saved bits can improve the visual quality of
the reconstructed images.
By showing the different results of each frame of Windmill sequence
in terms of MSE/pixel and search points/block for TSS, NTSS, FSS,
PSA, and EFS, a clearer comparison is presented in Fig. 6. The histogram of MV locations of the entire Flower sequence obtained by
using FS and EFS is plotted in Fig. 7. One can clearly see that the
histograms of the MV locations of the two figures are similar in shape
and their peaks are concentrated around the central region.
To see the effect of block distortion measure, SAD is also employed
to test the search algorithms. The results are given in Table II, and
clearly EFS performs well. To explore robustness of EFS, a skipping
of two frames is adopted. Frame skipping is a strategy used by current
standards, such as H.263, for the purpose of controlling the bit rate
and adjusting the coding to specific bandwidth limitations. Table III
gives the average results of the seven image sequences when MSE
is adopted as the BDM and a skipping of two frames is used. Similarly, Table IV gives the results as SAD is applied. The results indicate
EFS consistently produces better performance and more reliable MV’s.
This demonstrates the capability of our algorithm in coping with larger
movements. To investigate the practical effects of EFS, we also implement the various search algorithms for H.263 video coding scheme.
Table V shows PSNR of the nine search algorithms for seven image
sequences. Obviously, EFS still performs better than other search algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
An efficient fuzzy search algorithm for block motion estimation is
presented in this paper. By using fuzzy reasoning, the algorithm can
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHMS (SAD)

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHMS FOR FRAME SKIPPING

= 2 (MSE)

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHMS FOR FRAME SKIPPING = 2 (SAD)

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF PSNR OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHMS FOR H.263

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS—PART B: CYBERNETICS, VOL. 31, NO. 2, APRIL 2001

determine the motion vectors of image blocks both quickly and correctly. To reduce the implementation complexity and to increase prediction speed, a fuzzy reasoning procedure is implemented with the
table-look-up approach. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm works better than other search algorithms in terms of picture
quality, accuracy, computational complexity and coding efficiency.
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Piecewise Lyapunov Stability Conditions of Fuzzy Systems
Ming Feng and C. J. Harris

Abstract—In this paper we address the stability of a class of nonlinear fuzzy systems that can be decomposed into a set of local models
characterized as Takagi–Sugeno models. This new approach includes a
consideration of the input membership functions. Via this approach, a
reduction in the number of candidate Lyapunov functions and associated
linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) is produced. This approach significantly
reduces the computational load associated with determining closed loop
stability as the input dimension increases.
Index Terms—Fuzzy systems, stability.

I. INTRODUCTION
For fuzzy and neurofuzzy systems, stability analysis has been
difficult because these systems are both nonlinear and represent
linguistic/symbolic knowledge in terms of rules with variables that
encapsulate vague or imprecise notions. Recently, some stability
results for fuzzy systems have been reported [1]–[5]. An investigation
of input/output (I/O) data based stability of a given direct static
multiple-input single-output neuro-fuzzy controller operating under
feedback control has been developed [1]. For Lyapunov stability,
one of the more recent approaches [4] to determining stability of
fuzzy/neurofuzzy systems is to decompose the global process into
a series of local models/subsystems represented as Takagi–Sugeno
models. A sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of a fuzzy
system in the sense of Lyapunov through the existence of a common
Lyapunov function for all the subsystems has been derived [2];
whereas a general method for the computation of piecewise quadratic
Lyapunov functions for hybrid systems which include Takagi–Sugeno
fuzzy systems as a special case has also been derived [3]. Compared
with the global result [2], the ‘local’ result of [3] is significant, in
that it searches for different quadratic Lyapunov function in different
operating regions in state space and so significantly relaxes the stability conditions for a global fuzzy system. However, there are many
situations where continuous Lyapunov functions are too restrictive; so
a construction method [5] for generating stability conditions of hybrid
systems using discontinuous Lyapunov functions has been derived.
Both local and hybrid methods [3], [5] are attractive since the search
for local Lyapunov functions can be reformulated as a set of linear
matrix inequalities (LMIs).
A drawback that limits the practical use of the methods presented in
[3] and [5] is that it may be required to solve a large number of LMIs in
the interpolation regions between the system submodels. In addition to
the high number of LMIs, the computation complexity and cost also increases dramatically as the input dimensionality increases. This means
that the number of parameters involved in the optimization process becomes prohibitively large for large dimensional systems. Also for fuzzy
membership functions with global support the stability conditions reduce to the case of global quadratic stability; hence, the preference for
basis functions such as B-splines with compact support. The majority
of current methods for stability analysis of fuzzy systems ignore the
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